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Overview

Everyday digital tools help people
save time & do their jobs better.
It’s not everyday that a digital tool
has the ability to protect vulnerable
communities & save lives.

I believe an investment in User Experience (UX)
and User Interface (UI) will empower the Crisis
Tracker to be an even more effective tool.
As a high-impact digital tool, it deserves to be as
robust and visually impressive as the data it
presents. At the end of the day, the Crisis Tracker’s
job is to provide relevant and timely crises related
data in order to inform policy, strengthen crisis
response, and increase public awareness about the
impact of atrocities on vulnerable civilians. My aim
is to understand the amazing people who use this
tool to do their job, & to make it a more useful,
impressive, and intuitive experience.

About Me

Steve Witmer
UI/UX DESIGNER & BRAND CONSULTANT

As the former Lead Web Designer at Invisible Children, the
Brand Designer for the LRA Crisis Tracker, and having
worked intimately with the subject matter for five years of
my life, I feel uniquely suited to make this project a success.
For the past four years as an Enterprise Software Product Designer (UX
+ UI), I’ve worked in direct daily collaboration with Software Engineers
like Kenneth, understanding the complexities, challenges, and unique
considerations of software projects such as the Crisis Tracker. As a
cofounder of a startup, I’ve learned through trial and error how & when
to make design tradeoffs to keep a project on budget & on schedule.
Understanding the timeframe & budgetary constraints of this project - I
feel my experience in this area will be crucial.
And on a personal note - it would be a privilege to work on a project with
this team again. Nostalgia, and all that.

Relevant Experience
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Current Full Time Role

Product Design Co-Founder @
Lennd.com
https://www.lennd.com/
Responsibilities:
- User Centered Research (Understanding the Problem)
- Research & Design Synthesis
- Prototyping
- UI Design & Agile Product Iteration
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Former Lead UX/UI Designer
@ Invisible Children
Responsibilities:
- Maintaining look & feel of all IC web properties
- Creating engaging digital experiences that
converted skeptics into supporters with story
driven design

Examples of Work

Project 1

Redesigning filtering & data
toolsets for Lennd.com
I was tasked with taking our legacy data table toolbars & cleaning it up into a cohesive and
intuitive process that would allow managers to do their jobs better. Grouping Data, Sorting
Data, Filtering Data, and Exporting.
Over the span of a week, I cataloged the different features we offered for managing data,
thought about it from a holistic view, and was able to create a cohesive interface that would
make sense to our users.

Project 2

Designing Backend &
External Web Portals
At Lennd.com, I’ve been able to design & maintain backend (administrative) portals where
managers collect, approve, & export complex data sets, as well as design mobile friendly
external web portals for periphery groups to submit requests & see reports of their data.
With experiences ranging from Login & Authentication user flows, to “mobile first” portal design,
to accessing data in “less than ideal” connection areas (music festivals in the middle of nowhere) what I’ve learned through projects at Lennd gives me a unique perspective on the challenges
facing the Crisis Tracker.

Stages & Milestones
Kickoff Research &
Planning
Will include stakeholder interviews & exploratory research to
help make this project as innovative & forward thinking as
possible. Will conduct an inventory of existing UI & UX
patterns on current site.

Implementation

First &
Second
Round of
Revisions &
Feedback

Delivery of the web / component
style guide, any new page layouts,
and a formal handoff with the
developer. Built into this phase is
the expectation of a back & forth
with the engineer to ensure there
is little to no loss between design
vision & engineering execution.

45-60 hours
15 - 20 hours

6-12 hours
Moodboard &
Insights
Presentation

Design
Includes page layout considerations & design changes if
necessary, as well as the creation of a component style
guide. I’ve also built in the expectation of 1-2 revisions
during this phase of the project.

Back &
Forth With
Engineer

Expected Completion:
Mid - Late October 2018*
*depending on finalization of
RFP process

Budget by Stage
I.

Research & Planning - $2,200
A.
B.
C.
D.

II.

Design - $7,500
A.
B.
C.

III.

Stakeholder Interviews
General Research & Exploration
Interviews & Research Analysis
Interface Component Inventory
Page Layout Review & Design (~5 unique pages)
Component Redesigns
Revisions (1-2 revs. Per page)

Implementation - $1,100
A.
B.

Delivery / Handoff
QA & Reviews w/ Engineer

Project Total:

$10,800

Resourcing
As an individual design contractor, and someone with a full time (albeit flexible) job time management will be key to timely project delivery.
I’m committing to daily hours, weekend hours, and select full day sprints to complete
this project in the desired timeline. As a startup co-founder & new father , I
obviously have other demands on my time. I’ve discussed this project & it’s demands
with my business partner (the former COO @ Invisible Children) as well as my other
boss, my wife. I have full confidence in my ability to execute the project I’ve outlined
in the previous slides.

Thank you.

